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ABSTRACT
Electric power is a basic need in today’s life. Due to the extensive usage of power, there is a need to look
for an alternate clean energy source. Recently many researchers have focused on the solar energy as a
reliable alternative power source. Photovoltaic panels are used to collect sun radiation and convert it into
electrical energy. Most of the photovoltaic panels are deployed in a fixed position, they are inefficient as
they are fixed only at a specific angle. The efficiency of photovoltaic systems can be considerably increased
with an ability to change the panels angel according to the sun position. The main goal of such systems is
to make the sun radiation perpendicular to the photovoltaic panels as much as possible all the day times.
This paper presents a dual axis design for a fuzzy inference approach-based solar tracking system. The
system is modeled using Mamdani fuzzy logic model and the different combinations of ANFIS modeling.
Models are compared in terms of the correlation between the actual testing data output and their
corresponding forecasted output. The Mean Absolute Percent Error and Mean Percentage Error are used
to measure the models error size. In order to measure the effectiveness of the proposed models, we
compare the output power produced by a fixed photovoltaic panels with the output which would be
produced if the dual-axis panels are used. Results show that dual-axis solar tracker system will produce
22% more power than a fixed panels system.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Fuzzy logic can be viewed as an extension of classical logical systems; the basic concept of the
fuzzy set theory was first introduced by Zadeh in 1965 [1]. It provides an effective framework to
deal with the problem of knowledge representation in an environment of uncertainty and
imprecision. The concept of fuzzy logic is based on the degree of truth rather than the usual crisp
Boolean values [2], it includes 0 and 1 as extreme cases of truth in addition to the various states
between them. The importance of fuzzy logic was basically derived from the fact of human
reasoning which are approximate values in nature. One of the main characteristics of the fuzzy
models is the development of rules which relates the fuzzy input and the required output
according to predefined membership functions [3]. A number of membership functions MF have
been proposed in the past few years, namely the triangular, trapezoidal, Gaussian and bell shape
functions. MF is defined as a graph that defines how each point in the input space is mapped to a
value between 0 and 1. The inputs are often referred as a universe of discourse which contains all
the possible elements of concern [4].
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The Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS), developed in the early 90s by Jang in
1993 [5], that combines the concepts of fuzzy logic and neural networks to form a hybrid
intelligent system to enhance the ability to automatically learn and adapt. Hybrid systems have
been used by researchers for modeling and predictions in various engineering systems. The basic
idea behind these neuro-adaptive learning techniques is to provide a method for the fuzzy
modeling procedure to learn information [6].
In this paper, we present different types of fuzzy models for the dual-axis solar tracking system.
The system is used to move photovoltaic panel according to the sun position in order to maximize
the power produced. The system is modeled with different combinations of Mamdani fuzzy logic
and adaptive neural fuzzy inference system ANFIS modeling, the testing data is compared with
forecasted results using several metrics including: their Correlation Coefficients, The Mean
Absolute Percent Error, MAPE, and the Mean Percentage Error, MPE errors.
The organization of the paper is as follow: we present different related works by other researchers
in section two. Systems’s deisgn is covered in section three. While several types of fuzzy models
for the dual-axis solar tracking system are shown in sections four and five, section six discusses
the results and section seven concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK
Fuzzy logic modeling has been widely used in many applications [4, 5]; fuzzy control is an
example. However, fuzzy logic can be used to increase the output power of photovoltaic panels,
sun tracking can increase the output power production by keeping the panel parallel to the sun,
which makes the sun radiation perpendicular with the panel. Such system requires dual-axis
tracking system. However, it was found that over 25 years’ period PV dual-axis tracker will
produce about 10 years’ worth of additional solar energy [6, 7]. In spite of the development of
power electronics resources, the direct current machine became more and more useful. For
example, the speed of DC motor can be adjusted to a great extent as to provide controllability
easy and high performance [11]. Controllers can be in different types: PID Controller, Fuzzy
Logic Controller; or the combination between them: Fuzzy-Neural Networks, Fuzzy-Genetic
Algorithm. In [12], a MATLAB Simulink model for speed control of DC model using Mamdani
fuzzy logic is provided, the simulation shows that the proposed fuzzy logic controller gives a
smooth speed control with less overshoot and without oscillation. In [10], an application of
ANFIS control for DC motor speed is presented. First, the system is modeled according to fuzzy
rules, then an adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy controller of the DC motor speed is design and simulated.
ANIFS has the advantage of the expert knowledge of the fuzzy inference system and the learning
capability of the neural network. Results show that ANFIS models give better performance and
high robustness than fuzzy rules alone.
In [13], a comparison is made for tuning methods of PID controllers to improve the performance
of control system of DC motor. The system is first tuned using the conventional Zeigler method
then the supervisory feature of fuzzy logic was used. The performance of the two approaches was
compared, results show that the fuzzy logic approach has minimum overshoot, minimum
transient, and steady-state parameters. [13] Provided a fuzzy logic control model in order to
maximize the power point tracking algorithm for photovoltaic, the power variation and output
voltage variation are used as inputs to the model. In order to improve the performance of the
proposed method, the asymmetric membership function is used. Results show that FLC method
can simultaneously shorten the tracking time and increase the tracking accuracy.
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3. SYSTEM DESIGN
The proposed system consists of a PV panel, four light sensors, two stepper motors. Sensors are
placed in positions to read the sun illumination from the four directions; East, West, South, and
North. One stepper motor is used to rotate the panel horizontally according to East and West light
sensors readings, the other one is used to rotate the panel vertically according to South and North
sensors readings as shown in figure 1.

Figure1. PV dual axis panel

4. FUZZY LOGIC MODELING
The proposed model is based on the four light sensors readings inputs. Preprocessing phase takes
the sensor readings as resistance values in ohm and converts them to a luminance scale between 0
to 1000 lux. Mamdani model is used to design the system. It is based on fuzzy inference system
which employs the fuzzy if-then rules and can model the human knowledge and reasoning
process without employing precise quantitative analysis [8]. A two-stage system is proposed as
shown in figure 2, and the system model is described in figure 3.

Figure 2. Proposed system block diagram
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Figure 3. System model

East and West luminance values control the rotation speed and direction of the first motor in the
horizontal axis while South and North values control the rotation speed and direction of the
second motor in the vertical axis. The goal is to rotate the PV panel to a place which makes the
sun radiation perpendicular to the PV panel, which in terms increases the total produced power.
Trapezoidal member functions are used to describe the inputs and the outputs. Figure 4 shows the
universe of discourse for each input, it has four membership functions; dim, dark, overcast and
bright.

Figure 4. Inputs Membership functions

The output represents the rotation speed and direction of horizontal and vertical motors. Figure 5
shows the universe of discourse for each output, it has six trapezoidal membership functions in
the range of -180 to 180; clockwise slow, clockwise mid, clockwise fast, counter clockwise slow,
counter-clockwise mid and counter clockwise fast.
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Figure 5. Output membership functions

Table 1 shows the fuzzy rules used to map east and west luminance values to a horizontal motor
rotation speed and direction.
Table 1. Horizontal rotation rules

East Luminance

West Luminance

Dim
Dark
Overcast
Bright

Dim

Dark

Overcast

-

Clockwise slow

Clockwise mid

-

Clockwise slow

Counter clockwise
slow
Counter clockwise
mid
Counter clockwise
fast

Counter clockwise
slow
Counter clockwise
mid

Counter clockwise
slow

Bright
Clockwise
fast
Clockwise
mid
Clockwise
slow
-

Rules in table 1 can be explained as follow:
1. If East luminance is dim and west luminance is dim then don’t rotate.
2. If East luminance is dim and west luminance is dark then rotate clockwise with slow speed.
3. If East luminance is dim and west luminance is overcast then rotate clockwise with mid
speed.
4. If East luminance is dim and west luminance is bright then rotate clockwise with fast speed.
5. If East luminance is dark and west luminance is dim then rotate counter clockwise with slow
speed.
6. If East luminance is dark and west luminance is dark then don’t rotate
7. If East luminance is dark and west luminance is overcast then rotate clockwise with slow
speed.
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8. If East luminance is dark and west luminance is bright then rotate clockwise with mid speed.
9. If East luminance is overcast and west luminance is dim then rotate counter clockwise with
mid speed.
10. If East luminance is overcast and west luminance is dark then rotate counter clockwise with
slow speed.
11. If East luminance is overcast and west luminance is overcast then don’t rotate.
12. If East luminance is overcast and west luminance is bright then rotate clockwise with slow
speed.
13. If East luminance is bright and west luminance is dim then rotate counter clockwise with
slow fast.
14. If East luminance is bright and west luminance is dark then rotate counter clockwise with
mid speed.
15. If East luminance is bright and west luminance is overcast then rotate counter clockwise with
slow speed.
16. If East luminance is bright and west luminance is bright then don’t rotate.
The second motor which is responsible for vertical rotation is controlled by the other two inputs,
south and north sensors. The rotation speed and direction of the motor is based on rules described
in table 2.
Table 2. Vertical rotation rules

South Luminance

North Luminance

Dim

Dark
Overcast
Bright
Counter clockwise Counter clockwise
Counter
slow
mid
clockwise fast

Dim

-

Dark

Clockwise slow

-

Overcast

Clockwise mid

Clockwise slow

-

Counter
clockwise slow

Bright

Clockwise fast

Clockwise mid

Clockwise slow

-

Counter clockwise
Counter
slow
clockwise mid

Rules in table 2 can be explained as follow:
1. If north luminance is dim and south luminance is dim then don’t rotate.
2. If north luminance is dim and south luminance is dark then rotate counter clockwise with
slow speed.
3. If north luminance is dim and south luminance is overcast then rotate counter clockwise with
mid speed.
4. If north luminance is dim and south luminance is bright then rotate counter clockwise with
fast speed.
5. If north luminance is dark and south luminance is dim then rotate clockwise slow.
6. If north luminance is dark and south luminance is dark then don’t rotate.
7. If north luminance is dark and south luminance is overcast then rotate counter clockwise
with slow speed.
8. If north luminance is dark and south luminance is bright then rotate counter clockwise with
mid speed.
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9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

If north luminance is overcast and south luminance is dim then rotate clockwise mid.
If north luminance is overcast and south luminance is dark then rotate clockwise slow.
If north luminance is overcast and south luminance is overcast then don’t rotate.
If north luminance is overcast and south luminance is bright then rotate counter clockwise
with slow speed.
If north luminance is bright and south luminance is dim then rotate clockwise fast.
If north luminance is bright and south luminance is dark then rotate clockwise mid.
If north luminance is bright and south luminance is overcast then rotate clockwise slow.
If north luminance is bright and south luminance is bright then don’t rotate.

5. ANFIS MODELING TECHNIQUES
Adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system ANFIS is a kind of artificial neural network that it is
based on Sugeno fuzzy inference system [9]. ANFIS is a multilayer feedforward network which
uses neural network learning algorithms and fuzzy reasoning to map an input space to an output
space. With the ability to combine the verbal power of a fuzzy system with the numeric power of
a neural system adaptive network, ANFIS has been shown to be powerful in modeling numerous
processes.
The proposed system described in section 2 is also modeled with ANFIS modeling techniques.
These are; grid partition without training, grid partition with hybrid training, grid partition with
backpropagation training, subtractive clustering without training, subtractive clustering with
hybrid training and subtractive clustering with backpropagation training. Grid partition divides
the data space into rectangular subspaces using axis-paralleled partition based on a pre-defined
number of membership functions and their types in each dimension [14]. The wider applications
of grid partition in fuzzy logic and fuzzy inference systems are blocked by the curse of
dimensions, which means that the number of fuzzy rules increases exponentially when the
number of input variables increases. The subtractive clustering method clusters data points in an
unsupervised way by measuring the potential of data points in the feature space. When there is
not a clear idea how many clusters there should be used for a given data set, it can be used for
estimating the number of clusters and the cluster centers [18]. Subtractive clustering assumes that
each data point is a potential cluster center and calculates the potential for each data point based
on the density of surrounding data points.
As discussed in section 2, the system has four inputs and two outputs, first and second inputs
affect the results of the first output while the third and fourth inputs affect the results of the
second output. Since ANFIS doesn’t support multiple outputs, the system is divided into two
single output models with two inputs for each one as shown in figure 6.
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Figure 6. ANFIS system model

The number and the types of membership functions are the same as what is used in Mamdani
model. For each input, the number of the membership functions is set to four and the type is set
to trapmf. After generating FIS, the models structure will be as shown in figure 7. The figure
shows the number of inputs, the number of membership functions for each input, the number of
rules and the number of output membership functions.

Figure 7. ANFIS model structure
To make the system operational, the models is trained with selected train datasets. Mainly,
there are two optimum methods available for FIS training; hybrid and back propagation. Error
tolerance is related to the error size and is used to decrease the average testing error and
increase the system accuracy. Each model is trained with a dataset of 7k points.
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6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to compare the accuracy of each model, a cross-validation testing with a dataset of 1.7K
points is used. Three comparison measures are used; correlation coefficient, MAPE, and MPE. A
correlation coefficient is a statistical measure of the degree to which changes to the value of one
variable predict change to the value of another. The Mean Absolute Percent Error MAPE is the
most common measure of forecast error while Mean Percentage Error MPE is the computed
average of percentage errors by which forecasts of a model differ from actual values of the
quantity being forecast. Formulas 1, 2 and 3 show how each of these measures can be calculated.
Results are summarized in table3.

(1)
(2)
(3)

Where,
X: Actual results vector.
Y: Forecast results vector.
: Mean of X.
: Mean of Y.
Table 3. Testing measures comparison
Model
Mamdani
Grid Partition without training
Grid Partition with hybrid
training
Grid Partition with backpropa
training
Clustering without training
Clustering with hybrid training
Clustering with backpropa
training

x_rotation
y_rotation
x_rotation
y_rotation

Correlation
%
98.28
98.33
0
0

MAPE
%
6.84
8.26
48.74
50.45

MPE
%
5.21
4.37
100
100

x_rotation

98.77

1.53

-7.78

y_rotation

98.77

3.49

-9.378

x_rotation

98.73

2.03

-7.88

y_rotation
x_rotation
y_rotation
x_rotation
y_rotation
x_rotation
y_rotation

98.72
98.60
98.45
98.60
98.45
98.60
98.67

4.16
1.0
1.81
1.0
1.81
1.67
2.15

-12.81
-4.70
-7.66
-4.70
-7.66
-2.27
-5.80

Output
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As shown in table 3, the testing measures for all models are so close. However, the maximum
correlation obtained is for grid partitioning with hybrid training while the minimum MAPE error
is for clustering with and without training and the minimum MPE is for clustering with
backpropagation model. Each model has its training method and this explains the small differ in
values between all models. For the case of grid partitioning without training, the correlation
between actual results and forecasted results is zero and the errors are at the maximum values,
this is because the default training option for the grid modeling is without training. In such case,
the system has not any previous knowledge about the testing data and is unable to recognize
them. This is not the same for the case of cluster modeling, in which the default training option is
hybrid. This explains the exact values obtained in clustering without training and with hybrid
training.
Figures 8 a-g show plots comparison between the actual 1.7k data test points and their
corresponding forecasted results. Plots show how the forecasted results are so close to the actual
results.
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In order to show the effectiveness of the proposed models, we used the second stage of the
proposed system model shown in figure 2 and applied ANFIS grid partitioning modeling with
hybrid training option. The stage has three inputs, two of them are the outputs from the first stage.
These are, horizontal_rotation_speed and vertical_rotation_speed, the third input is the real power
produced by fixed axis PV system. The output of this stage represents the power which will be
produced if the dual-axis solar tracker is used. In order to compare the actual power produced by
a fixed photovoltaic system with the power produced by the dual-axis system proposed in this
paper. The hourly average solar radiation data from the year of 2013 in Al-Najah solar panel
system is used, results are summarized in table 4 and figure 9.
Table 1. Fixed and dual-axis power comparison

Actual power in the fixed panels system W/m2
Expected power in the dual-axis system W/m2
Gain

848595.7
1039045.2
22.44 %
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Figure 9. Fixed panels vs. Dual-axis output power % for the year of 2013

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper many fuzzy logic models of dual-axis solar tracking systems were proposed and a
fuzzy logic based DC motor speed control system was designed. First, the system was modeled
using Mamdani fuzzy logic modeling then various cases of ANIFS models were applied. Same
testing dataset is applied to each model and results were compared in terms of actual data
correlation with forecasted data, MAPE and MPE error. In order to show the effectiveness of the
proposed dual-axis solar tracking models, a second stage of fuzzy inference system was used to
forecast the output power. Results from this model showed that the proposed dual-axis solar
tracking system provided 22% more power than the fixed PV system.
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